
Jakob Lorber: The Household of God (Volumes 1-3).  A brief Summary. 

Preview 

A genealogy, at the very beginning of the first book of Moses, may serve as an introduction to  
the text by Jakob Lorber, entitled “The Household of God”. Mentioned are Adam and Eve, their 
first three sons. Further names follow. 

Adam and Eve’s first descendant was Cain. He was conceived with the deceitful input of Satan’s 
lust. This son eventually murdered his brother Abel, who was conceived in the presence of love.  
Cain’s descendant are mentioned. No information is provided for the genesis of Cain’s or -  
for that matter - the next son’s wife. We do not find out, why inbreeding caused no problems. 

Adam and Eve’s third son Seth is born as consolation for Abel, who died at Cain’s hand. The list  
of his descendants is supplemented by data for the age of successive sons at the time of their 
first son’s birth. For Noah only the age at the flood’s beginning is provided. 
  
This frame permits to calculate the time, which elapsed between Adam’s incarnation and the 
flood. Nine generations have passed. 

Adam and his descendants also act in Jakob Lorber: The Household of God”. The repeated 
doubling up of names among the tribes occasionally calls for confusion. None-the-less, it seems 
intended, indicating equal rights and care for Cain’s descendants of sin, and Seth’s descendants 
of love.  

Noah was of Seth’s line. He and his immediate family survived the great deluge, which flooded 
Central Asia, parts of Europe, North-Africa and Arabia. The rest of the world was effected 
indirectly. With the downfall of Hanoch, the tyranny of this Central Asian city-state, founded by 
Cain’s son, over the peoples of Asia, finally ceased. China and Japan never came under its evil 
rule. 

Lifespan in the first fifteen centuries of our creation was decidedly longer than today. People lived 
up to a thousand years. Consequently they not only knew their children, grand and great- grand 
children. They also knew all following generations. Simultaneous life of all generations seems to 
have taken place worldwide. Likely because it fostered man’s rapid distribution over the surface 
of the earth.  

Time 

Volume 3 deals in detail with the first advanced civilisation Hanoch. Causes of the flood and  
its expansion are expounded. The fact of a great flood in early antiquity now-a-days is generally 
acknowledged. Not the least because of concordant ancient text sources. Today's data on  
location, duration and spread of the flood provides astonishing parallels to Lorber's texts. 

Why do India and China possess the oldest continuous literatures in the world? Because they 
were not affected by the flood! Were the ancient pyramids of Egypt built in prehistoric times?  
Yes, they seem to be remains of an antediluvian African culture of Cain's descendants. Was the 
 surface of the northern hemisphere (its mountain ranges, lakes and seas) alike to the surface  



of the earth today? No. Because the gigantic flood left behind new fault lines of elevations and 
underground water reservoirs. Findings in the Caspian Sea seem to confirm an early advanced 
civilisation of antiquity in Central Asia. Was the earth, and Africa too, populated from Central Asia. 
Yes! Did forerunners to Adamic creation exist, of which we are a part? Yes! Some still exist today. 
All this in detail in the text. 

Content and Style 

Jakob Lorber: The Household of God are allegories, represented by persons, their conversations 
and experiences. Speaker is the Lord himself. Occasionally explanatory interjections provide 
added clarity. 

Again and again in the story line of volumes 1 and 2 God Jehovah himself appears. Not as a 
human being or as Jesus Christ, but as appearances such as high Abedam and Abba. He teaches 
his people how to avoid Satan’s snares. He helps them master the means made available to them. 
Again and again he brings love into focus as the only, original power. The power which also acts 
in matter. He emphasises his love for us. His want for our love. And the love of his people for each 
other.  

Only in concluding chapters of Volume 3, do we recognise him as Melchisidek who walks on foot 
from Mount Ararat (in present-day Armenia) to Salem (present-day Jerusalem) to there establish 
his place on earth. Noah looked after him and saw him disappear behind the horizon. The 
rainbow, as sign of a new covenant, hints at a change from closed cloud covers to changing 
clouds and blue skies (?). 

In Jakob Lorber: The Household of God, the Lord, as father, brother and friend, deals with people 
whom he carefully selected and staged for the presentation of themes important to him for our 
instruction. He spans the arc of human cultural history from its beginning to today’s imminent 
future. He establishes the context of man and universe.  

Reading is a pleasure when one takes texts for what they are. Ready to learn and know, not as 
self-appointed critic or judge. Everything that anyone may need to know in terms of information, 
advice, comfort and outlook is included. 

Language 

Jakob Lorber spoke and wrote in German. He was a musician. The words and sentences, which 
the Lord gave him 1840 to 1868 to pen down, are composed in contemporary German language. 
The timing of these new revelations, at the very beginning of our modern age, is well chosen. 
Sentences are fully formed. Statements in main and subordinate clauses carefully linked. 
Sometimes small errors occur. The result is a poetry that embraces and grasps the reader's heart. 

But what about the translations? DeepL.com provides fairly reasonable translations, but they must 
carefully be checked and at times altered. Translations in jakob-lorber.cc are bare-bone and 
rather unpoetic. Almost Shakespearean transcriptions of the original 19th Century Viennese into 
major languages worldwide may be due. The fullness of the original language, today, after 20th 
Century horrors and growing alienation of the 21st - is unfamiliar. And yet, it seems appropriate. 
Particularly in dialogues. 



     
  


